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VP.Start Technology at a Glance
VP.Start Technology Co., Ltd. was
established
as
a
technology
and
automation company in 2014. Since then,
we have focused our specializations on
smart grid systems for low to medium
voltage distribution operations and the
mission
of
overall
electrical
grid
modernization in Cambodia. We provide
end to end solutions in the form of
hardware(DRCs) and software (SCADA
and smartphone apps) solutions to public
and private organizations in Cambodia.
Although our current business model is
focused on low to medium voltage power
distribution operations, our diversification
plans include further development in
automation and communication solutions.
Since 2014, we have come a long way
with a team of around 3, growing to over 40
members with plans to expand with a fully
indigenous manufacturing unit. As a result
of our efforts and clear vision in mind, VP.
Start’s Smart Grid system is renowned
throughout the Cambodian market as a fully integrated solution covering hardware and software. We are
proud to be the manufacturers of our own designed and developed DRC series devices. We have come a
long yet successful journey in our mission to better Cambodia’s electricity transmission and distribution
infrastructure and are excited for the journey ahead.

Our Scope Of Work Includes But Is Not Limited To
A.

Enhancement of low to medium voltage distribution lines (distribution automation) throughout Cambodia and
the rest of the region.

B.

Erection of high voltage electrical apparatus.

C.

Electrification of rural areas.

D.

Near 100% complete automation of electrical grids.

E.

Development of software pertaining to SCADA systems on both desktop and mobile UIs.

F.

Designing and manufacturing hardware pertaining to SCADA systems.

G. Carefully engineered products and solutions to automate your systems.
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SERIES PRODUCT LIST
DRC-001 REMOTE CONTROL FOR SCHNEIDER AUTO RECLOSER (ADVC & PTCC)

DRC-002 REMOTE CONTROL FOR LOAD BREAK SWITCH (LBS)

DRC-003 REMOTE CONTROL FOR COOPER AUTO RECLOSER
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DRC-004 REMOTE CONTROL FOR MV/LV LANDIS+GYR METER

DRC-005 SMART PREPAID ENERGY METER

DRC-007 REMOTE CONTROL FOR SIEMENS FUSESAVER 3AD8
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DRC-008 REMOTE CONTROL FOR SIEMENS VACUUM RECLOSER 3AD

DRC-009 REMOTE CONTROL FOR RMU (RING MAIN UNITS)

DRC-010 REMOTE CONTROL FOR OVERHEAD LINE, EARTH & SHORT CIRCUIT FAULT INDICATOR
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DRC-011 REMOTE CONTROL FOR ENTEC AUTO RECLOSER

For more information on our range of solutions covering Smart grids, SCADA systems, DRC series devices,
monitoring systems/meters or a custom fit solution, please contact sale@vpstart.com or visit our website at
www.vpstart.com
Tel:

(+855) 23 888 167/ 98 555 589/ 86 666 677

Email: sale@vpstart.com
FOLLOW US:

Facebook.com/VP.Start.Co

Linkedin.com/company/vpstartechnology
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DRC-001 REMOTE CONTROL FOR SCHNEIDER AUTO RECLOSER (ADVC & PTCC)
Mainly residential and some industrial consumers are normally supplied by medium to low
voltage networks through distribution transformers. In most developing countries MV/LV lines are
based on overhead line configurations. These include a bar conductor to transmit and distribute
electrical power across long distances between power sources such as a grid substation (GS) to
consumers in urban or rural areas. These structures are exposed to the surrounding environment
and are at higher risk of faults. Temporary or permanent line faults occur due to factors such as
fallen tree branches, high winds and rain (bad weather), birds gathering(wildlife) on LV/MV lines,
broken insulators, conductors falling to ground level etc. Events such as high electrical
tensioning also occur leading to supporting equipment on the grid network completely failing.
Human errors such as vehicle collisions against concrete poles also occur and lead to power
interruptions, damage of equipment and the danger of electric shocks. Hence, all these factors
cause inefficiencies in power supply and lead to high overall costs.
Due to these problems faced by exposed overhead LV/MV distribution
lines, fault events on distribution lines due to aforementioned factors
cause problems for operators. Faults, especially, can trigger
auto-reclosers(protective equipment used by operators to protect
distribution transformers) to trip more than usual or lock out the
switchgear completely affecting downstream users with no power for
extended periods of time. As all faults are not the same, the lack of
accuracy in identifying fault types can cause operators to be late in
restoring power. In some cases, operators won’t even know until customers provide
information from their side by getting in touch. Hence, operators lose out in the form of
unsatisfied customers, high operational costs and overall lower SAIDI, SAIFI & CAIDI scores.
In order to reduce the frequency of power outages, operational costs of utility
providers and outage times, we designed an integratable solution with Schneider
auto-reclosers to protect distribution transformers and increase overall energy efficiency on
22-35kV distribution networks. The DRC-001 can control Schneider auto-reclosers by
providing more flexibility to operators in the form of remote control capabilities and retrieve
better data insights from the controller of the auto-recloser. The DRC-001 uses GSM/GPRS
network for communication, control and monitoring. We also designed a smartphone app and
SCADA software for operators which can be set-up as a monitoring station depending on requirements and the scale of
operations.
The DRC-001 has helped operators in getting valuable information about fault activity and other relevant
information on the MV/LV grid instantly to help reduce outage times and customer complaints significantly. Since the
DRC-001 enhanced the recloser’s smart grid capabilities, it is being widely demanded by the largest power providers in
Cambodia due to it’s effective results. The enhancement of capabilities through our integratable solution for Schneider
auto-reclosers have lessened the frequency of outages, the duration of outages and minimized power losses on the
network. Additionally, it has also increased safety for operators due to the advanced technology enhancements by the
DRC-001 in automation solutions for power distribution grids.
DRC-001 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY
1.

Control switchgear via phone or SCADA to open/close with settable auto-recloser parameters; Auto-reclose (On/Off), Earth protect (On/Off), set current
phase, protection trip, current ground + Single smartphone app is capable/configurable to control multiple DRC-001 controllers. (Dynamic SMS
encryption enabled - all data is encrypted before being saved in the controller.)

2.

Real time alarm system for: Switchgear off, 220V CB off, 22kV source off, etc. Alarm notifications can also be received via SMS with details on date,
time.

3.

Record & view data on: Value of current faults, total power reports, trip flags and ADVC event logs.(ADVC event logs can be accessed via Smartphone
app).

4.

GPS & Google Map Views of DRC-001 via SCADA (PC) & smartphone app(Android) UI

5.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet network + real time call controls. Anytime,
anywhere 24/7

6.

Add/remove up to 15 users, retrieve user reports, view active controllers & block operators that attempt to change DRC-001 to other ADVC.

✅

✅

✅

✅
✅
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DRC-002 REMOTE CONTROL FOR LOAD BREAK SWITCH (LBS)
The problem of de-energization for long periods of time due to short circuits or
permanent faults occur from time to time on 22 - 35kV distribution lines. They can be
caused by low clearance from trees, houses and other variables in the surrounding
environment. In addition to this, protection of equipment such as distribution transformers
and switching supply of power safely is vital. Weather factors, human errors, wildlife,
leakage current, over voltage/current, electrical arcs need to be taken care of and cleared
by appropriate systems that are also cost efficient as compared to costlier systems like
circuit breakers, otherwise it could lead to damage of equipment and interruption of power
supply to consumers. It can take a long time to open/close LBS equipment without
interrupting power supply to consumers, underlining the need to upgrade older or manual
systems to communicate with SCADA control. It can also be expensive for operators to
buy or upgrade to completely new systems or equipment.
Due to the problems faced by overhead 22-35kV medium voltage distribution lines,
interruption of power supply by certain factors
need to be addressed immediately, sometimes
by manually operating trip or close functions,
finding faults for maintenance purposes on
overhead lines etc. This can be problematic for
operators, especially if the distances to travel
are far. This causes long and costly power
outages leaving the consumers badly affected.
Load break switches (LBSs) are purposed to
ensure the continuity of power supply to
consumers. Compared to costly, circuit breakers, they are growing in popularity due to
their flexibility and cost effectiveness. Realizing the problems above and the use of the
LBS throughout Cambodia, we integrated our solution (DRC-002) to reduce the long
time it takes to operate core functions such as trip or close during maintenance. Our
hardware can be installed into the control box and have its battery supported by a
solar panel. Our solution allows for crucial manual override operation as well in the
event of an emergency and rapidly converts existing manual switches to remote
control operation.
Our DRC-002 is integratable with most if not all load break switch systems (LBS) in Cambodia. As a result it is
growing in popularity on medium voltage distribution networks in Phnom Penh city, Battambang province, Siem Reap
Province, Sihanoukville province and Kampot Province. The most notable results are; Fast remote operation in real time,
reduction in outages (loop operations), reduction in OPEX costs without the need to change or completely upgrade to
new power equipment(Cost savings) and minimization of the fault location during such events.
DRC-002 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Control LBS via smartphone app (Android) or SCADA to rapidly convert existing manual switches to remote control operation + Single smartphone app
is capable/configurable to control multiple DRC-002 devices. Ability to manually override controls in the event of an emergency is also available.

2.

Real time alarm system settings for: Battery low alarm, switchgear off, source off (Using VT), door open alarm/notification.

3.

Record & View data on: User operations, low battery status, switch gear on/off, source off/on, door status

4.

GPS & Google Map Views of LBS via SCADA (PC) & Smartphone(Android) UI

5.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet network + real time call controls. Anytime,
anywhere 24/7 with ability

6.

User management functions; Add/remove up to 15 users, retrieve user event logs

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅
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DRC-003 REMOTE CONTROL FOR AUTO RECLOSER COOPER
Mainly residential and some industrial consumers are normally supplied by medium to
low voltage networks through distribution transformers. In most developing countries
MV/LV lines are based on overhead line configurations. These include a bar conductor to
transmit and distribute electrical power across long distances between power sources
such as a grid substation (GS) to consumers in urban or rural areas. These structures are
exposed to their surrounding environments and are at higher risk of faults. Temporary or
permanent line faults occur due to factors such as fallen tree branches, high winds and
rain (bad weather), birds gathering(wildlife) on LV/MV lines, broken insulators, conductors
falling to ground level etc. Events such as high electrical tensioning also occur leading to
supporting equipment on the grid network completely failing. Human errors such as
vehicle collisions against concrete poles also occur and lead to power interruptions,
damage of equipment and the danger of electric shocks.
Hence, all these factors cause inefficiencies in power supply
and lead to high overall costs.
Due to these problems faced by exposed overhead LV/MV distribution lines, fault
events on distribution lines due to aforementioned factors cause problems for operators.
Faults, especially, can trigger auto-reclosers(protective equipment used by operators to
protect distribution transformers) to trip more than usual or lock out the switchgear
completely affecting downstream users with no power for extended periods of time. As all
faults are not the same, the lack of accuracy in identifying fault types can cause operators to
be late in restoring power. In some cases, operators won’t even know until customers
provide information from their end by getting in touch. Hence, operators lose out in the form
of unsatisfied customers, high operational costs and overall lower SAIDI, SAIFI & CAIDI
scores.
In order to reduce the frequency of power outages, operational costs of utility
providers and outage times, we designed an integratable solution with Cooper
auto-reclosers to protect distribution transformers and increase overall energy efficiency on 22-35kV distribution
networks. The DRC-003 can control Cooper auto-reclosers by providing more flexibility to operators in the form of
remote control capabilities and retrieve better data insights from the controller of the auto-recloser. The DRC-003 uses
GSM/GPRS network for communication, control and monitoring. We also designed a smartphone app and SCADA
software for operators which can be set-up as a monitoring station depending on requirements and the scale of
operations.
The DRC-003 has helped operators in getting valuable information about fault activity and other relevant
information on the grid instantly to help reduce outage times and customer complaints significantly. Since the DRC-003
enhanced the recloser’s smart grid capabilities, it is being widely demanded by the largest power providers in Cambodia
due to it’s effective results. The enhancement of capabilities through our integratable solution for Cooper auto-reclosers
have lessened the frequency of outages, the duration of outages and minimized power losses on the network.
Additionally, it has also increased safety for operators due to the advanced technology enhancements by the DRC-003 in
automation solutions for power distribution grids.
DRC-003 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Control switchgear via phone or SCADA to open/close with settable auto-recloser parameters; single smartphone app is capable/configurable to
control multiple DRC-003 controllers.

2.

Real time alarm system settings for: Switch off alarm, 22kV source off.

3.

Record & view data on: Measurements, current values, voltage, power (P, Q & S), power factor, battery voltage, controller version, recloser Cooper
event logs

4.

GPS & Google Map Views of auto reclosers via SCADA (PC) & smartphone app (Android) UI

5.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet network + real time call controls. Anytime,
anywhere 24/7

6.

User management functions; Add/remove up to 15 users, retrieve user reports/event logs and view active controllers

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅
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DRC-004 REMOTE CONTROL FOR MV/LV METER LANDIS+GYR
All around us, power is being delivered and consumed by critical infrastructures such as
buildings, hospitals, factories and industrial units. Electric providers have the responsibility
of measuring power consumption accurately and timely in order to collect appropriate
revenues through metered billing. Meters are typical calibrated in billing units with kWh
per hour being the most common. They are commonly read once each billing period. The
problem arises when energy saving is during a certain period, some meters may measure
demand or the maximum use of power in that interval of time. Similarly, there is also a
need for time of day metering to allow utilities to adjust electric rates and be changed
during the day whilst recording usage during peak times, high-cost periods, off-peak
periods. Additionally, some areas face the problem of load shedding, the duration of such
events during peak load periods(When load shedding commonly occurs) needs to be
relayed accurately though precise metering.
Due to these advanced needs in metering today, there is a need for ‘’Smart Metering’’. This is inline with the
benefits of a ‘’Smart Grid’’ and results in efficient energy management and cost savings. If
left unresolved, it can become difficult to control or manage meters required by operators or
even consumers collecting in different types of data about energy usage and their own
consumption. In unusual circumstances when metering, disconnections to ports, loss of
phase power when people accidentally open the meter’s control box door unknowingly to
read their own meters can also cause disruptions in data collection about energy
usage/consumption. This is especially common when consumers try to calculate their own
energy bills. In business terms, both the utility provider and consumer of energy lose. Not
being able to maintain energy efficiency and market-driven pricing can mean cash-flow
modelling for utilities and even businesses such as factories may not be accurate for energy
costs, usage etc. The lack of data about energy usage increases costs, inefficiencies in
identifying the structural needs of a distribution grid and no insight ability to make better
decisions while staying up to date with energy/resource usage and consumption. All this
underlines the need for a ‘’smart meter’’ to accurately provide insightful but recorded data on
energy along with remote capabilities.
Due to the government requirement and relative deregulation of energy markets in
Cambodia particularly, the usage of smart meters like the ones developed by ‘’Landis+Gyr’’
is becoming increasingly common. Seeing this trend and realizing the problems faced by
stakeholders, we developed an integratable solution called the DRC-004. Our solution
helped increase remote capabilities of the smart meter on distribution lines and the ability for
operators to reduce their costs by being able to control many different DRC-004 controllers at a single time.
DRC-004 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Control multiple DRC-004 at a single time through a smartphone app(Android) or SCADA (PC) UI

2.

Store events (Load profile) of the last 3 months - retrieve and record data on loss of phase, source supply off on LV/MV meters

3.

Real time alarm system & notifications: source alarm, loss of phase alarm, connection loss alarm, maintenance alarm, current warning & door alarm.

4.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet network + real time call controls. Anytime,
anywhere 24/7

5.

SMS dynamic encryption - All data is encrypted before being saved in the controller.

6.

Controller tracking ability via GPS and Google Map views (via SCADA UI on PC) and smartphone app (Android)

7.

User management functions; Add/remove users, retrieve user reports and view active controllers with upto 15 users (Admin +User)

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

With the use of the DRC-004, utility providers have experienced much ease in collecting measurements from
meters to accurately bill users due to the remote control capability resulting in significant OPEX costs reductions. The
additional insights have also helped operators understand metering needs better for enhanced decision making.
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DRC-005 SMART PREPAID ENERGY METER
In low-income countries, especially in the rural areas, power is expensive, hard
to access and electrification rates are low. This is common for communities that
depend on farming to gain crucial incomes. In addition to this, power can be
costly to afford for rural consumers in relation to urban consumers who have
higher disposable incomes, better access to stable and reliable power. For
agriculture dependent communities, their main source of income and livelihoods
in rural areas is farming, the lack of power can cause serious hurdles in not only
farming practices, irrigation and even safety(lighting) but also widen income
gaps! Due to the already high cost of providing electricity in rural areas, most
farmers are unable to even request for an electricity supply or connection for
their needs.
Due to this, farmers are not able to power pumps or mechanical equipment
which is vital for agriculture. Therefore, their incomes, livelihoods, standard of
living and safety is compromised due to the lack of electricity. Additionally, where
there is a supply of power, it’s load capacity limits the number of people able to
use it. It is also important to note that there is a lack of education in rural areas,
therefore farmers might have little to no knowledge on how to access energy.
This calls for the need to have a simple to use solution which provides efficient
management of energy for public usage along with the capability to cater to
multiple users.
In line with the government of Cambodia’s Initiatives to support rural development and electrification, we
developed the DRC-005 - ‘’Smart Prepaid Energy Meter’’. This solution is specifically designed for public usage with
multiple individual users as a prepaid energy management device. Individual users or farmers are given an ‘’SC’’ (Smart
Card) containing user information and other vital information about usage etc. As the cost of electricity varies between
night and day, users can be given two different types of cards, an SC card for night time usage or for day time usage. For
example, a farmer may have two SC cards for night time usage at a concessional tariff or one or more SC cards for day
time usage at a varying tariff depending on needs. Upon insertion of the SC, the prepaid meter is activated for individual
but separated period usage. The meter is compact and offers a comprehensive single or three phase electrical
instrumentation and load management facilities, easy to operate LCD display, LED indicator and sound system among its
protection system. The tariff charged, is based on time of use (TOU) and can be adjusted per kWh by the utility provider
to cater to specific usage or situations. The credit balance on each prepaid smart card can also be recharged through the
meter’s supplier or dealer.
As a result, we have positively impacted farmers in 6 provinces directly through the DRC-005; Pursat,
Battambang, Kampong Thom, Kandal, Prey Veng and Takeo. The government has also promoted irrigation by offering
concessional rates during the night time for maximum benefit of rural farming communities. The sound feature of the
DRC-005 has had a key impact in bridging gaps in usability amongst farmers with low literacy rates, making accessibility
to power supply easier. As a result, water pumps powered by our solution have benefited farmers and the overall
community due to better irrigation.
DRC-005 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Optional system tariffs by TOU (Time of use for energy charges)

2.

Settable Parameters such as tariff price & time slots. Meters can also be set via PC application.

3.

Load management system for multiple users with secure data encryption and ‘’Smart cards’’ (SCs)

4.

User event log recording, meter error detection, alert system and reports

5.

Real time power consumption for single phase (220 VAC) & three phase power (380-400VAC).

✅

✅

✅

✅
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DRC-007 REMOTE CONTROL FOR SIEMENS FUSESAVER 3AD8
According to Siemens, in most typical 22-35 kV distribution network
configurations and their respective feeder & spur lines (lines branches off the
main line to provide power to side streets) experience network faults 80% of the
time. In addition to protective equipment such as circuit breakers or reclosers, a
typical fuse is unable to distinguish between temporary faults and permanent
faults. Leading to the problem of 80% of fuses getting blown unnecessarily.
Usually, fuses are meant to protect spur lines, therefore it’s inability to
distinguish between temporary and permanent faults 80% of the time can lead
to fuses getting unnecessarily damaged, high line crew costs when detecting
fault location, downstream users getting left with no power and overall higher
OPEX & CAPEX costs due to material costs, personnel expenses and potential
penalty payments owed by operators. In series to a fuse, additional measures
or components are required to mitigate the effects caused by temporary fault
and permanent fault currents.
We have integrated our SCADA solution with the Siemens Fusesaver
3AD8 through the DRC-007 to provide more flexibility to operators in the form of
remote control capabilities and retrieve better data insights from the
RCU(Remote control unit). The DRC-007 is hosted over a secure GSM & GPRS
enabled network to control and monitor fusesavers. It’s controllable via the
DRC-007 Smartphone app and a SCADA user interface which can be set-up as
a monitoring station depending requirements and the scale of your operations
whilst removing the necessity for manual based operations such as sending line
crews on-site every time there is a fault. In overall, the DRC-007 solutions
enhance the Fusesaver 3AD8’s Smart Grid Capabilities and is being widely
demanded by the largest power providers in Cambodia.
The DRC-007 has yielded significant results in overall cost optimization
for operators and increased efficiency in power distribution networks. Where
material costs stood high due to 80% of fuses getting blown unnecessarily, after
the commissioning of the DRC-007- material costs have been reduced and
limited only to blown fuses caused by permanent faults. This is owing to better
control and data insights provided by the DRC-007. As of 2020, over 50 sets of
the DRC-007 have been supplied to the EDC, which will eventually commission this solution into different distribution
networks across Cambodia, reflecting the DRC-007’s effectiveness and popularity.
DRC-007 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Retrieve data from RCU & Fusesaver and send any control commands (Trip/Close switch gear,
switchgear position, restart controller, fault flags and fault report, ) - All remotely

2.

View status of switchgear (line current, protection mode, fusesaver level position, switchgear position)
+ View controller data (Signal strength, battery voltage, time and date etc)

3.

✅
Google Map views (via SCADA UI on PC) and smartphone app (Android) ✅
✅

4.

Alarm functions: Switchgear OFF, controller low battery, Open door, fault types (Permanent,
Temporary)

5.

Manage security, add or remove users, view & record user event logs. Users permission settings can
be modified to requirements. Additional IT support is also available.

6.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using
GSM/GPRS/Internet network + SMS & call controls. Anytime, anywhere 24/7

7.

SMS dynamic encryption - All data is encrypted before being saved in the controller.

8.

VP. Start upgradation support for SCADA features available.

✅

✅

✅

✅
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DRC-008 REMOTE CONTROL FOR SIEMENS VACUUM RECLOSER 3AD
Mainly residential and some industrial consumers are normally supplied by
medium to low voltage networks through distribution transformers. In most developing
countries MV/LV lines are based on overhead line configurations. These include a bar
conductor to transmit and distribute electrical power across long distances between
power sources such as a grid substation (GS) to consumers in urban or rural areas.
These structures are exposed to the surrounding environment and are at higher risk of
faults. Temporary or permanent line faults occur due to factors such as fallen tree
branches, high winds and rain (bad weather), birds gathering(wildlife) on LV/MV lines,
broken insulators, conductors falling to ground level etc. Events such as high
electrical tensioning also occur leading to supporting equipment on the grid network
completely failing. Human errors such as vehicle collisions against concrete poles also
occur and lead to power interruptions, damage of equipment and the danger of electric
shocks. Hence, all these factors cause inefficiencies in
power supply and lead to high overall costs.
Due to these problems faced by exposed overhead LV/MV distribution lines, fault
events on distribution lines due to aforementioned factors cause problems for operators.
Faults, especially, can trigger auto-reclosers to trip more than usual or lock out the
switchgear completely affecting downstream users with no power for extended periods of
time. As all faults are not the same, the lack of accuracy in identifying fault types can
cause operators to be late in restoring power. In some cases, operators won’t even know
until customers provide information from their end by getting in touch. Hence, operators
lose out in the form of unsatisfied customers, high operational costs and overall lower
SAIDI, SAIFI & CAIDI scores.
In order to reduce the frequency of power outages, operational costs of utility providers and outage times, we
designed an integratable control and monitoring solution with the Siemens vacuum recloser 3AD to better achieve higher
power efficiency on 22-35kV distribution networks. The DRC-008 can control Siemens auto-recloser by providing more
flexibility to operators in the form of remote control capabilities and retrieve better data insights from the controller of the
auto-recloser. The DRC-008 uses GSM/GPRS network for communication, control and monitoring. We designed a
smartphone app and configurable SCADA system software which can be set-up as a monitoring station depending on
requirements.
DRC-008 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Control switchgear via phone or SCADA to open/close with settable auto-recloser parameters; Auto-reclose (In/Out), earth protect, hotline

2.

Real time alarm system settings for: Switch off alarm & power supply off.

3.

Record & View data on: Measurements, current values, voltage, power (P, Q & S), PF, battery status, Fault flags such as state of fault and value of
current faults.

4.

GPS & Google Map Views of auto reclosers via SCADA (PC) and smartphone app (Android)

5.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet network + real time call controls. Anytime,
anywhere 24/7

6.

User management functions; Add/remove users, retrieve user reports and view active controllers (Upto 15 users)

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

The DRC-008 has helped operators in getting valuable information about fault activity and other relevant
information on the grid instantly to help reduce outage times and customer complaints significantly. Since the DRC-008
enhanced the recloser’s smart grid capabilities, it is being widely demanded by the largest power providers in Cambodia
due to it’s effective results. The enhancement of capabilities through our integratable solution for Siemens vacuum
recloser 3AD has lessened the frequency of outages, the duration of outages and minimized power losses on the
network. Additionally, it has also increased safety for operators due to the advanced technology enhancements by the
DRC-008 in automation solutions for power distribution grids.
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DRC-009 REMOTE CONTROLLER FOR RING MAIN UNITS (RMUs)
The increasing demand for power, year on year only adds
complexity in the operation of an electrical distribution grid. This poses
many challenges in terms of grid maintenance and grid modernization
processes.
The challenges posed by a growing demand for power requires the
need for greater integration of DERs(Distributed Electrical Resources)
due to aging infrastructures including underground cabling which
affects the bottom line; overall customer satisfaction due to
compromised grid reliability.
By understanding the problem above, we designed the Remote
Control DRC-009 to control existing and new types of ring Main Units
for ABB, Siemens and Schneider. Operators can remotely control upto
8 RMU’s switchgear at substations, gaining vital insights through
locational data, phase current and voltage monitoring. The DRC-009
has been one of our most effective solutions in reducing overall OPEX
and improving SAIDI /SAIFI. Best suited for MV underground
distribution lines network.

DRC-009 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Control Trip/Close functions for Switchgear via software

2.

Measure Phase Current Data on phase A, B and C

3.

Full Alarm function Setting: Fuse break alarm, CB Trip Alarm, MV absence alarm, Phase & Earth Fault Alarm

4.

View switchgear position indication (ON, OFF & EARTH) from Smartphone/PC/SCADA

5.

View MV Present status on RMU Switchgear

6.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet network. Anytime, anywhere 24/7

7.

RMU Motorization Capable.

8.

Call Control options available 24/7.

9.

Manage security, add or remove users, view & record event logs. Users permission settings can be modified to requirements. Additional IT support is
also available.

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅
✅

✅

✅

The DRC-009 has been an effective solution for operators in reducing energy losses whilst improving overall grid
network reliability. It’s ‘’Smart Grid Ready’’ integration with existing but popular RMU switchgear systems such as ABB,
Schneider & Siemens is an added advantage for its users. As a result, where LV/MV grid operators would normally spend
an average of 1-2 hours maintaining RMUs, they are now able to do the same task within seconds since DRC-009. Thus
saving on their OPEX costs and operational risks by significant margins.
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DRC-010 REMOTE CONTROL FOR OVERHEAD LINE, EARTH & SHORT CIRCUIT FAULT INDICATOR
Overhead distribution line networks are
used to transmit, distribute and supply
power across long distances to the
final industrial or residential consumer.
In developing countries such as
Cambodia, overhead lines and aging
infrastructures can be a common
instance adding complexity to the
overall
maintenance
and
modernization task. Overhead lines are
vulnerable to a range of risk factors or
hazards caused by the surrounding
natural environment. These faults can
be due to accidental contact by vehicles, broken insulators, wandering
wildlife, pole damage due to fallen trees and even high winds, floods and
storms caused by unfavorable weather conditions.Hence, the final
consumer is affected by disrupted power and high outage times whereby it
can be difficult to pinpoint faults.
Maintaining overhead lines without the proper tech equipment can
make it difficult, time consuming and risky for ops teams to pinpoint faults.
This leads to high OPEX costs while operators also face low scores in
terms of consumer trust and reliability. Therefore, the fault management
processes needs to be improved to allow for better SAIDI, SAIFI and
CAIDI scores while simultaneously minimizing risks & costs for ops teams.
Our solution to tackle the challenges on overhead line networks is the DRC-010 remote control for 22kV & 35kV
medium voltage distribution line networks. The DRC-010 device enables operators to easily analyze fault information
based on types of fault and receive instant notifications automatically in case of any event i.e faults, short-circuits on MV
lines. In addition to these warnings, the DRC-010 also provides data on reading measurements on lines which can be
accessed via android or PC(SCADA) software at any time from anywhere. The
DRC-010 comes in a set of 3 attachable fault indicators(09 modules) for 3
feeders (Middle, Above & below) for single pole structures. The set also comes
with a solar panel to support the control box’s battery which communicates &
supports the 3 FIs on the overhead line.
DRC-010 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Control via SCADA Software for Android/PC from anywhere

2.

Real Time Alarm System Settings for: Permanent Fault, Temporary Fault, Battery Status
Alarm, Max Current Warning.

3.

Record & View data on: Measurements, Real Time Call Reports, Record FI Event Logs,
Alarm events & Analysis/Diagnostics of Power lines

4.

Google Map Views of FIs Supported via PC or Smartphone UI

5.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using
GSM/GPRS/Internet network. Anytime, anywhere 24/7

6.

LED blinking sequence for fault/status indication during onsite inspections

7.

Modular design for multi distribution network applications.

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

Through the DRC-010, users have been able to drastically reduce the time spent on classifying faults, identifying
the location and mobilizing ops teams to service them. The DRC-010 has resulted in significant cost optimization & OPEX
reduction. Where it would take 3 hours to maintain a fault, now an average total time of 1 hour or less is reported in order
to service a fault and restore power. Therefore saving a lot of time and dollars for users whilst increasing SAIDI, SAIFI &
CAIDI scores. The DRC-010 is a big step for operators towards efficient energy management.
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DRC-011 REMOTE CONTROL FOR ENTEC AUTO RECLOSER
Mainly residential and some industrial consumers are normally supplied by medium to low voltage networks
through distribution transformers. In most developing countries MV/LV lines are based on overhead line configurations.
These include a bar conductor to transmit and distribute electrical power across long
distances between power sources such as a grid substation (GS) to consumers in urban or
rural areas. These structures are exposed to their surrounding environments and are at
higher risk of faults. Temporary or permanent line faults occur due to factors such as fallen
tree branches, high winds and rain (bad weather), birds gathering(wildlife) on LV/MV lines,
broken insulators, conductors falling to ground level etc. Events such as high electrical
tensioning also occur leading to supporting equipment on the grid network completely
failing. Human errors such as vehicle collisions against concrete poles also occur and lead
to power interruptions, damage of equipment and the danger of electric shocks. Hence, all
these factors cause inefficiencies in power supply and
lead to high overall costs.
Due to these problems faced by exposed overhead LV/MV distribution lines,
fault events on distribution lines due to aforementioned factors cause problems for
operators. Faults, especially, can trigger auto-reclosers(protective equipment used by
operators to protect distribution transformers) to trip more than usual or lock out the
switchgear completely affecting downstream users with no power for extended periods
of time. As all faults are not the same, the lack of accuracy in identifying fault types can
cause operators to be late in restoring power. In some cases, operators won’t even
know until customers provide information from their end by getting in touch. Hence,
operators lose out in the form of unsatisfied customers, high operational costs and
overall lower SAIDI, SAIFI & CAIDI scores.
In order to reduce the frequency of power outages, operational costs of utility
providers and outage times, we designed an integratable solution with the Entec
auto-reclosers to protect distribution transformers and increase overall energy efficiency on 22-35kV distribution
networks. The DRC-011 can control Entec auto-recloser by providing more flexibility to operators in the form of remote
control capabilities and retrieve better data insights from the controller of the auto-recloser. The DRC-011 uses
GSM/GPRS network for communication, control and monitoring. We also designed a smartphone app and SCADA
software for operators which can be set-up as a monitoring station depending on requirements and the scale of
operations.
The DRC-011 has helped operators in getting valuable information about fault activity and other relevant
information on the grid instantly to help reduce outage times and customer complaints significantly. Since the DRC-011
enhanced the recloser’s smart grid capabilities, it is being widely demanded by the largest power providers in Cambodia
due to it’s effective results. The enhancement of capabilities through our integratable solution for Entec auto-reclosers
have lessened the frequency of outages, the duration of outages and minimized power losses on the network.
Additionally, it has also increased safety for operators due to the advanced technology enhancements by the DRC-011 in
automation solutions for power distribution grids.
DRC-011 FEATURES & APPLICABILITY

✅

1.

Control switchgear via phone or SCADA to open/close with settable auto-recloser parameters; Auto-reclose(On/off), protection setting (On/Off),
hotline setting (On/Off), sensitive earth fault setting (On/Off), ground setting (On/Off), system self check.

2.

Real time alarm system settings for: Switch off alarm & power supply off.

3.

Record & View data on: switch gear position(On/Off), sequence status, measurements, current values, voltage, power measurements (P, Q & S),
PF, battery status(Voltage), AC supply, charge & discharge, fault flags(trip type; INST, deadly & high current), fault indication (Phase A, B, C, G &
sensitive).

4.

GPS & Google Map Views of auto recloser via SCADA (PC) and smartphone app (Android) UI.

5.

Remote Control Capability functions via SCADA/Smartphone/Desktop PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet network + real time call controls. Anytime,
anywhere 24/7 + Support for Modbus RTU

6.

User management functions; Add/remove users & controller, retrieve user reports and view active controllers

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅
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